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 FINAL ASSESSMENT OF TEACHERS’ ENGLISH KNOWLEDGE

I. Answer the following questions:

1) Do you know the acronym of this Erasmus+ project?
__________________________________________________________________
2) What was the coordinating school of the project „Ecological Literacy”? 
__________________________________________________________________
3) Who won the international contest for selecting this project logo?  
__________________________________________________________________
4) Can you list the six towns of the partner countries in this project? 
__________________________________________________________________
5) What was the platform used for creating this project website?
__________________________________________________________________
6) On what objects the Romanian team applied the Lithuanian project mascot?  
__________________________________________________________________

(6 x 5 points = 30 points)                                                                

II. Translate these sentences into your native language:

1) A greenhouse is a structure with walls and roof made of transparent materials.
__________________________________________________________________
2) We have carried out a lot of amazing activities in this project, haven't we? 
__________________________________________________________________
3) The final products were real challenges for all partners involved in the project. 



__________________________________________________________________
4) "Expertise is, of course, the basis of any creative activity", said the teacher.
__________________________________________________________________
5) By distributing local activities, we have made a veritable experience exchange.
__________________________________________________________________
6) A holiday village is a European resort whose accommodation is in villas. 
__________________________________________________________________

(6 x 5 points = 30 points)                                                                

III. Give a synonym for each of these words:

1) reasoning _____________________;     6) to journey ____________________;
2) freedom ______________________ ;    7) landscape _____________________;
3) display _______________________;    8) monument _____________________;
4) viewpoint _____________________;    9) area __________________________;
5) footpath _______________________; 10) storyline ______________________.

(10 x 1 points = 10 points) 

IV. Which word is different? Underline it!

1) face, lips, cabbage, leg, head, shoulder, arm;
2) mason, lawyer, engineer, carpenter, tailor, squirrel, barber; 
3) beer, wine, liqueur, mushroom, whiskey, brandy, vodka; 
4) skirt, garlic, cap, T-shirt, gloves, scarf, trousers; 
5) lorry, motorbike, cart, trolleybus, tiger, plane.

 (5 x 2 points = 20 points)

                                10 granted points

Maximum score: 100 points 
Promotion score of assessment: 70-100 points

SCORE

100

                                  


